
End-to-end voyage planning that 
is safe, compliant and efficient.

Navigation
from OneOcean
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A Streamlined Approach
Determining whether a voyage is viable requires 
several processes to come together - the need for clear 
communication and access to shared data is huge.

Manual and siloed voyage planning processes are, quite simply, not suited to the rapidly digitising 
maritime industry. The reality is that ship owners and managers are increasingly required to react 
with even greater agility to continually evolving voyage requirements, while still maintaining 
safety and compliance.

A flexible, dynamic and streamlined voyage planning process, one that takes individual vessel 
parameters into account and relies on up-to-date, shared data is required.

OneOcean makes voyage planning more effective and efficient. Our intelligent software collates, 
integrates, and analyses marine information to provide accurate and up to date information to 
inform decision-making. This shared view allows users to visualise accurate data and connect 
teams aboard and onshore. This streamlined workflow not only saves time and effort, it also 
facilitates cohesion in process and methodology. Your teams will have the awareness needed
to make decisions with confidence.
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Dynamic Functionality
As many companies use a combination of digital and paper-based documentation, referencing these sources at the same 
time can be cumbersome. Information is often formatted differently making it harder to compare and comprehend how 
one relates to another.

OneOcean standardises the format of information, making it easier to ensure everyone is on the same page. For example, 
one waypoint table configuration can be set for an entire fleet, ensuring consistency in what data is required and how it is 
displayed to users both ashore and aboard the vessel. This reduces the time needed for crew training and familiarisation in 
using different processes.
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Our Solution

Gather and analyse all relevant information from charts 
and publications. Ascertain risks and assess critical 
areas to plot safe routes.

Create digital passage plans that fully describe the sea 
passage from berth to berth. Review, sign off, and share 
documents with shoreside teams.

Adapt to evolving circumstances and optimise voyages 
based on the latest information. Easily regenerate plans 
and compare optimised routes by time, cost and fuel.

Monitor vessels from shore, comparing voyage progress 
to approved plans and assessing navigational, safety 
and compliance risks with automated alerts.

OptimisePlan

Navigation from OneOcean facilitates holistic voyage planning, 
unifying all the data required to plan comprehensive voyages 
in one dynamic workflow.

MonitorSchedule

For more information, visit:
oneocean.com/navigation

oneocean.com/navigation
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Navigation from OneOcean streamlines the voyage planning 
process into one workflow, from appraisal and planning, to 
scheduling, optimising and monitoring.

Users benefit from an intelligent voyage planning solution 
that sources and visually presents all information together 
in one display, allowing them to plot routes, perform 
calculation, and schedule events to a high degree of detail. 

The platform is designed by mariners for mariners to 
streamline passage planning without compromising safety 
and thoroughness. By consolidating all the data required 
for comprehensive voyage planning onto one dynamic, 
visual interface, users can better assess options and plan 
routes and operations concurrently.

The result is high quality, end-to-end passage management 
that consolidates workflows, mitigates risk and saves time. 
This flexibility, visibility and integration of multiple data 
sets facilitates collaboration and allows for better, safer 
planning.

How can OneOcean help?

Plan: Access navigational data and assess 
factors to plan a detailed voyage that is safe 
and fit for purpose.

Schedule: Schedule the voyage and all 
operational events that must take place along 
the route to maintain safety, compliance and 
timeliness.

Optimise: Optimise the route based on 
evolving circumstances, such as weather 
changes, make an safe, informed decision 
based on time or efficiency savings.

Monitor: Monitor voyage progress in real-
time, continually evaluating factors to provide 
accurate and timely support.
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PassageManager
Perform in-depth appraisals and plan ECDIS-compliant routes 
that are as safe, timely and accurate as possible.

All the data, publications and charts needed for 
comprehensive marine navigation and safety can be viewed 
and purchased directly through the solution. This ensures 
that users are always referencing current information and 
that outfits are constantly up to date, fulfilling mandatory 
requirements. 

Publications include:
• Electronic Navigational Charts
• Weather forecasts
• Notices to Mariners
• ADMIRALTY digital publications and more.

With PassageManager, not only will your teams be relying 
on the highest quality navigational information available, 
they’ll also be able to visualise how multiple navigational 
and operational factors come together to affect route 
planning. 

Tailored to individual vessels
PassageManager can be tailored to provide accurate 
data for individual vessels, with users inputting multiple 
parameters including routeing constraints, safety 
requirements and fuel performance profiles. 

They can even set profiles based on how laden the vessel is.
With parameters in place each route and optimisation is 
customised for optimum results.

Key Benefits 
Big-Picture View

Visualise the multiple factors that inform routeing 
decisions on one dynamic interface. 

Higher Standards of Safety

View safety-impeding factors and enter customised 
vessel-specific routeing parameters to keep vessels 
within pre-set safety contours.

Efficiency

Free up crew time and effort spent gathering, assessing 
and analysing relevant navigational data
and documents.

Environmental Responsibility 

Clearly identify environmental zones to better plan safe 
emissions and discharges.

PassageManager makes it easier and quicker for crews to 
collate all required elements for effective voyage planning. 
Users aboard can see thresholds set in accordance with 
company policies, such as UKC levels or weather limits, 
through visual alerts that flag when violations or near 
violations occur.

The big picture view provides clarity, allowing you 
to quickly spot and resolve potential issues.
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Voyage Planning
Route Generation
By simply entering voyage details, including time and port 
of departure and port of arrival, Voyage Planner generates 
a route, complete with a detailed, customisable waypoints 
table that can be modified as needed.

Taking routeing parameters into account, as well as 
ENC data, current and forecasted weather conditions, 
environmental restrictions and reports on high-risk areas, 
Voyage Planner allows you to visually assess routes, 
perform calculations and tweak routes in granular detail, 
over layers of ENC data. The result is effective, meticulous 
voyage planning in one digital workflow.

Passage Plans 
When the appraisal is complete and the route is confirmed, 
Voyage Planner can generate a detailed passage plan, 
complete with all relevant data that was used in the 
appraisal and accessed through the solution.  

This document can be approved within the system by 
designated users, exported to a PDF, and shared with 
shoreside teams using FleetManager.

Key Benefits 
Customised Routeing

Passages are tailored to the vessel, its cargo and safety 
thresholds.

Streamlined Passage Planning

Gather data, create & modify routes, and approve plans
in one digital workflow.

Scenario Optimisation

Routes can be optimised to prioritise Time, Cost or 
Fuel-Efficiency.

Dynamic Functionality 

Interconnected data updates accordingly in the event
of a change in circumstances.

As real-time conditions change before departure or while 
at sea, each navigational element can be quickly and 
readily reviewed using real-time data to provide a high 
degree of situational awareness. If necessary, bridge leaders 
can reassess options and modify routes as needed. 
They can even regenerate passage plans with updated data.

Because voyage data is interconnected, changing one 
variable will update other relevant data sets accordingly, 
meaning your teams will not have to perform new 
calculations each time one waypoint changes. 
You can even compare routes that Voyage Planner has 
optimised for time, cost and fuel efficiency.
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The Weather module allows users to view detailed 
forecasts for variables including wind speed and direction, 
wave and swell height, risk of precipitation, visibility, 
atmospheric pressure and more. 

This vital data allows mariners to:

1.  Optimise voyage routeing to avoid unsafe conditions
2.  Schedule passages within safe weather windows
3.  Continually assess weather conditions along the  

route using an up to date weather feed, to make 
informed navigational and operational decisions

Access Weather data for specific coordinates, ports, or along 
routes, now and up to nine days in the future.

Weather

Key Benefits 
Visual

Layers of weather data presented using the NOAA scale 
that can be turned on/off for clarity.

Safety First
Pre-define safety thresholds by vessel, vessel group 
or fleet-wide so that unsafe conditions are flagged in 
Voyage Planner and can be avoided in planning and live 
mode.

Route Appraisal

Evaluate forecasted weather conditions and see how they 
will affect vessels at each stage of a journey, including 
synchronous and parametric roll.

Better Voyage Estimation 

See how weather conditions, including current and wind 
direction affect fuel consumption, speed and arrival time.

Set Safety Thresholds
In vessel and routeing settings, users can pre-define 
weather safety thresholds for weather aspects that create 
unsafe sea states. 

These include minimum distance from hurricanes and 
storms, maximum wind strength and maximum wave 
height.

If connected with the OneOcean fleet management 
solution, FleetManager, shoreside teams can manage 
thresholds for individual vessels, entire fleets, or subsets 
of a fleet.

Weather Simulator
Use the Weather Simulator to see how forecasted 
conditions are predicted to affect the vessel resonances, 
along their route, and how this can in turn can affect safety, 
fuel consumption and arrival times.  
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Ports
Access data on hundreds of port facilities around the world 
to plan seamless port visits.

The Ports module provides a complete summary of the 
vital information your crews need to plan successful port 
stops, minimise unnecessary manoeuvering, and ensure the 
seamless transfer of cargo.

See the locations of all types of ports depicted on the 
OneOcean map interface, to visualise the location of 
facilities on and near voyage routes. 

At a clickthrough, access a variety of port data, including:

• Types and size of vessels accommodated
• The number of terminals and berths
• Berth coordinates
• Arrival and departure procedures
• VHF radio channels
• Contact information
• Tidal graphs
• Weather forecasts
• Cargo accepted, by port, terminal, and berth
• Terminal and berth-specific information
• Port diagrams
• Regulations and restrictions
• Services and equipment available
• Mandatory documents, and more

Key Benefits 
Extensive Database

Information on thousands of ports worldwide, kept up to 
date by OneOcean’s dedicated team.

Contact Details

Key contact information for port managers, service 
providers and agents are easily accessible.

Downloadable Port Documents

Access and download all the port documents that must 
be presented to Port State Control upon arrival, and 
ensure that relevant certificates and logbooks are ready 
for inspection.

Use this data to save time collating and consulting 
disparate port data in the voyage planning process. With 
Ports, your crews will not get caught unaware of details 
that could cause delays, deficiencies, or even detentions. 
They will be able to quickly gain a complete understanding 
of the factors that will inform a seamless port visit.

You can even set preferred ports and terminals, to 
constantly receive up to date information about your most 
frequently visited terminals, including cargo accepted and 
equipment available.
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Piracy
Piracy from OneOcean collates reported incidents of piracy,
categorising them and representing them on the chart with
more information available at a click through.

Using this data, crews are able to quickly ascertain in both 
the planning and monitoring stages of voyage planning, 
which areas they should avoid entirely and where to be on 
high alert.

Safety

NavArea Warnings
View NavArea warnings for navigational and safety related 
guidance and updates on all 21 operational NavAreas. 
Visualise on charts the precise boundaries where warnings 
are in effect and access more detail at a clickthrough. Also 
search through historical data and view warnings along 
and near planned routes.

Notices to Mariners
Access and visualise all hydrographical and navigational 
information that directly affects safety and navigation, 
published by hydrograhic offices and national agencies as 
required by SOLAS.

Crews aboard can view on one interface corrections to 
charts, nautical publications, radio aids, list of lights and 
more.

Assess navigational warnings for all over the world to plot safe 
routes and sail with confidence.

Key Benefits 
Informed Planning

Plan routes that steer clear of high risk areas where 
incidents have been recently reported.

View historical data

Access data on where warnings are in effect to determine 
areas that should be avoided.

Always in Compliance

Continued access to the latest reports means your teams 
will never be caught unaware and risk violations.

Admiralty Information Overlay
Visualise temporary and preliminary notices as a layer 
on your digital charts during planning and execution for 
enhanced safety of navigation.
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Our Values

About OneOcean
OneOcean provides industry leading software 
solutions that simplify complex tasks, unifying data 
to enable better decision-making.

OneOcean is the largest global supplier of voyage solutions for the maritime industry. Our innovative, 
integrated software enables a holistic approach to operationalising compliance throughout the fleet.

With a portfolio that encompasses navigation, environmental, QHSE and data solutions, the OneOcean 
Total Voyage approach integrates data, linking dynamic events for effective, holistic planning.

We are proud to support some of the largest commercial maritime organisations globally, allowing 
users aboard and ashore to simplify complex tasks and break down the walls between traditionally 
siloed operations. As new challenges and regulations continue to emerge, OneOcean is at the 
forefront of technology, working with customers to respond with agility to changing conditions.

Our business is continually guided by our values. 
Each development to our solutions, products and services  
is driven by the following four core principles.
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The leading software solutions provider to 
the maritime industry. 
Find out how we can help you.

Get in touch today:

Call +44 (0)199 280 5400

Email enquiries@oneocean.com

Visit www.oneocean.com
for more details about our solutions.

www.oneocean.com

